Summary: Phylogeny reconstruction is fundamentally crucial for molecular evolutionary studies but remains computationally challenging. Here we present CloudPhylo, a tool built on Spark that is capable of processing large-scale datasets for phylogeny reconstruction. As testified on empirical data, CloudPhylo is well suited for big data analysis, achieving high efficiency and good scalability on phylogenetic tree inference. Availability and Implementation: https://github.
Introduction
Advancements in next-generation sequencing technologies have brought about unprecedentedly rapid accumulation of biological sequence data, accordingly presenting opportunities to conduct large-scale evolutionary analyses for digging out more valuable knowledge than ever before. Phylogeny reconstruction is a routine analysis for most evolutionary related studies, determining and picturing evolutionary relationships among many genes or species. To exploit full potential of big biological data, novel computational tools are needed for fast reconstruction of big phylogenetic trees from vast amounts of molecular sequences.
Unfortunately, most existing tools for phylogeny reconstruction are simply based on single process model or traditional parallel paradigms, such as PThread, OpenMP, etc., and therefore, cannot scale well with the dramatically increasing size of input dataset. In order to tackle this challenge, MapReduce has been proposed (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008) , a popular parallel and distributed programming framework widely adopted in the field of information technology. By storing large-scale dataset on a distributed file system and splitting these inputs into numerous key-value pairs, MapReduce is able to significantly boost application performance and achieve good scalability from one machine to a cluster containing any size of nodes. Apache Hadoop (http://hadoop.apache.org) is the most widely used open-source implementation of MapReduce. However, for iterative algorithms (in which calculations cannot be accomplished in a single MapReduce turn), Hadoop lacks of an efficient mechanism to cache internal calculation results across independent MapReduce turns and therefore, critically suffers an inevitable and significant performance loss. Accordingly, a new cloud computing platform named Apache Spark (Zaharia et al., 2010) has been proposed to overcome this shortcoming. By refactoring the Hadoopstyle MapReduce implementation to leverage RDD (Resilient Distributed Datasets) as a distributed memory cache, Spark easily outperforms Hadoop by nearly a 10-100Â speedup (O'Brien et al., 2015; Wiewi orka et al., 2014; Zaharia et al., 2010) . Although MapReduce has been applied to biology leading to several Hadoopbased bioinformatics tools (Taylor, 2010) , so far there are less available tools that are built based on Spark. Particularly, little attention has been devoted to developing a Spark-based tool that is able to handle large dataset for fast and scalable phylogeny reconstruction.
Thus, here we present CloudPhylo, a fast and scalable Sparkbased tool for reconstruction of phylogenetic tree from large-scale datasets. Phylogeny reconstruction methods roughly fall into two categories: alignment-based methods and alignment-free methods. Compared to alignment-based methods that need to perform multiple sequence alignments beforehand, alignment-free methods are more suitable to be ported to cloud computing infrastructure by nature and unbiasedly make full use of data by taking whole genome sequences as input to infer phylogenetic tree. Among them, CVTree is proven to be a robust alignment-free method, producing accurate phylogenetic trees in prokaryotes (Qi et al., 2004) . Basically, it normalizes any whole genome sequence into a high dimensional composition vector, and then evaluates the evolutionary relationship between any two genomes by estimating their cosine distance. CloudPhylo principally employs the statistical model of CVTree but adopts Spark to fully parallelize the algorithm in a fine-grained manner. In addition to the Spark version of CloudPhylo (CloudPhyloSpark), we also implement a Hadoop version (CloudPhylo-Hadoop) to evaluate their performances on real data.
Implementation
For better runtime efficiency and seamless integration with Spark, CloudPhylo is implemented in Scala (http://www.scala-lang.org/), a JVM (Java Virtual Machine) language officially used to implement Spark. APIs provided by BioJava (Prlic et al., 2012) are used to process input biological sequences.
The input dataset of CloudPhylo is a set of DNA or amino acid FASTA files, each holding the whole genome sequences that belong to a single OTU (operational taxonomic unit). The sequences will then be divided into tons of k-mers (substrings obtaining from original sequence with exactly k length) and distributed to the cluster. CloudPhylo parallelizes the following calculation at k-mer level, transforming the original sequential algorithm to a highly concurrent one. By this way, the overall computation workload uniformly spreads among worker nodes. We implement the above algorithm on Spark and Hadoop, respectively. The two versions share the same algorithm logic but differ in that CloudPhylo-Hadoop deconstructs the algorithm of CloudPhylo-Spark into additional MapReduce turns to bypass the missing of Spark RDD. The detailed descriptions are summarized in Supplement File 1 Text S1 and Figure S1 .
Performance
We evaluate the performance of CloudPhylo in a cluster consisting of 15 nodes. Each node holds the same configuration: running Ubuntu server 14.04 with Apache Spark version 1.6.0 and Oracle JDK version 8u45 installed, equipped with a quad-core 2.1 GHz CPU, 16 GB RAM, 100 GB disk space and a gigabytes network interface card. In this test environment, Spark cluster runs under standalone mode, sharing files with HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) bundled with Apache Hadoop version 2.4. The input test dataset is downloaded from NCBI (as of Sept. 7, 2015) , including 5220 bacteria whole genome DNA sequences (9.2 GB; Supplement File 2), and the output results produced by CloudPhylo (Supplement File 3) are comparable with those calculated by CVTree.
When the number of worker nodes is set at 1, CloudPhylo takes 24508 seconds ($408 min) to accomplish phylogenetic tree reconstruction. With the increasing number of worker nodes, CloudPhylo exhibits good scalability and becomes saturated at very larger numbers of worker nodes (Fig. 1A) . In addition, we compare CloudPhylo with several existing phylogenetic tools and find that CloudPhylo presents better performances when using more worker nodes (Supplement File 1 Table S1 ). Moreover, CloudPhylo achieves better speedup when using another larger dataset ($100 GB by simulation; Supplement File 1 Fig. S2 ).
We also compare the two versions of CloudPhylo implemented on Spark and Hadoop, respectively, and find that CloudPhylo-Spark achieves much better performance than CloudPhylo-Hadoop (Fig. 1A) . Since calculation of background frequency of k-mer is very time-consuming (Qi et al., 2004) , a larger k leads to more possible k-mers and consequently increases the overall workload considerably. Therefore, we also evaluate CloudPhylo by taking account of different lengths of k-mers (Fig. 1B) . Consistently, CloudPhylo presents good scalability at different k-mer lengths and strikingly, CloudPhylo-Spark outperforms CloudPhylo-Hadoop, which is more pronounced at larger values of k.
Conclusion
CloudPhylo is capable of efficiently and effectively dealing with big data and achieving good scalability and high efficiency for phylogeny reconstruction, which is more prominent by the Spark version than the Hadoop version. In the big data era where high-throughput sequencing data are generated at an unprecedented rate, CloudPhylo is of utility for large-scale phylogenetic tree inference. 
